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26 January 2021
Coach,
Thank you for volunteering your time to coach Recreational Soccer, this spring. Whether you
are a rookie or an experienced old-timer, your willingness to serve in this important leadership
role is heroic and appreciated.
I strongly encourage you to commit to your players’ long-term growth and development—as
athletes and people. As coaches, we must put winning games in the perspective of the many
goals we have for our team and players and league. The contributions you make to your
players this season will likely pay the greatest dividends years down the road. As Reed
Maltbie of “Changing the Game Project” puts it: youth coaches “should strive to create echoes
we’ll never hear, resonating generation after generation. That is a true and worthy legacy.”
Ultimately, our goal is to develop leaders and skillful, lifelong lovers of soccer.
To aid you in this important endeavor, I am pleased to present our 2021 Recreational
Coaching Handbook, which includes resources to help you and your players have a successful
season.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me (chad@auburnsocca.org).
Have a great season,

Chad Parish
Recreational League Director,
Board of Directors
Auburn Soccer Association
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THE AUBURN SOCCER WAY1.
WE PLAY THE RIGHT WAY

We uphold the true values of the game—not just on the field,
but off it too. We are committed to supporting and improving
our community.

WE GROW TALENT

We turn potential into excellence, and strive to produce intelligent, technically
proficient players in a fun, challenging, and positive learning environment.

WE’RE FORWARD-THINKING

We will be successful tomorrow, as well as today. We spend our time and money
wisely, and invest sensibly in the future.

WE PUSH THE BOUNDARIES

We lead, not follow. We constantly innovate beyond the expected in every aspect
of our association and invest in quality facilities.

WE NEVER STOP

We constantly strive to be better in everything we do. Whatever the
circumstances, whatever the pressure, we never stop believing in who we are and
how we do things. We never stop moving forward.
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Adapted from “The Southampton Way”
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COACHES’ CODE OF ETHICS.
AND EXPECTED BEHAVIORS..

I WILL PLACE THE EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OF
ALL PLAYERS AHEAD OF MY PERSONAL DESIRE TO WIN GAMES.
Expected Behavior: ● Using appropriate language in appropriate tones when
interacting with players, league officials, game officials, parents and spectators.
● Treating all players, league officials, game officials, parents, and spectators
with dignity and respect. ● Maximizing playing time for all players according to the equal participation rules
established by the league, and abiding by the spirit of those rules.

I WILL TREAT EACH PLAYER AS AN INDIVIDUAL, REMEMBERING THE LARGE RANGE
OF EMOTIONAL AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE AGE GROUP.
Expected Behavior: ● Recognizing the differences of each child and treating each player as an individual
person, while demonstrating concern for their individual needs and wellbeing. ● Encouraging all players,
regardless of skill level, to be included as a member of the team and to remain involved in sports.
● Recognizing that some physical tasks, activities, and demands are not appropriate for all players.
● Recognizing that youth often vary greatly in physical, social, and emotional maturation; and considering
these factors when organizing competitions, and when interacting with them as a group.

I WILL DO MY BEST TO PROVIDE A SAFE PLAYING ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL PLAYERS.
Expected Behavior: ● Maintaining a high level of awareness of potentially unsafe conditions, including but
limited to dangerous weather, inadequate field maintenance, and faulty equipment. ● Protecting players from
sexual molestation, assault, physical or emotional abuse, and understanding the urgent necessity to
immediately report such instances to the League Sport Coordinator when suspected. ● Seeing that all players
are provided with adequate adult supervision while under my care.

I PLEDGE TO REVIEW AND PRACTICE THE BASIC FIRST AID PRINCIPLES NEEDED TO
TREAT INJURIES OF MY PLAYERS.
Expected Behavior: ● Keeping basic first aid supplies available at all practice and games. ● Recognizing
and administering proper basic first aid to an injured player, and not returning players to activity if I suspect
that they are potentially compromised by injury. ● Demonstrating concern for an injured player, notifying
parents, and cooperating with medical authorities for severely-injured athletes. ● Completing the CDC’s free
“HEADS UP to Youth Sports” Online Concussion Training Course.

I WILL STRIVE TO LEAD PRACTICES THAT ARE FUN AND CHALLENGING FOR
ALL OF MY PLAYERS.
Expected Behavior: ● Using Auburn Soccer Association’s official curriculum and lesson plans. ● Devoting
appropriate time to the individual improvement of each player over the course of the season. ● Conducting
practices of reasonable length and intensity appropriate for the age and conditioning of the players.
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I WILL LEAD BY EXAMPLE IN DEMONSTRATING FAIR PLAY AND SPORTSMANSHIP
TO ALL MY PLAYERS.
Expected Behavior: ● Exhibiting gracious acceptance of defeat or victory. ● Abiding by and supporting the
Laws of the Game, as well as the spirit of the league rules. ● Using the influential position of youth coach as
an opportunity to demonstrate, promote, teach, and expect sportsmanship and fair play.

I WILL NOT CHEAT OR ENGAGE IN ANY FORM OF UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR THAT
VIOLATES LEAGUE RULES
Expected Behavior: ● Never encouraging or utilizing improper methods for the purpose of gaining an unfair
advantage. ● Displaying respect for the game of soccer by being honest in all dealings with players, parents,
officials, and league administrators. ● Respecting and abiding by the rules of the league and never engaging
in or promoting any form of unethical behavior in an attempt to circumvent established policies.
● Instilling in players the mindset that skills are learned and developed through the course of continual
practice and hard work, and that the use of performance-enhancing drugs is a form of cheating that has no
place in youth sports.

I WILL PROVIDE A SPORTS ENVIRONMENT FOR MY TEAM THAT IS FREE OF DRUGS,
TOBACCO, AND ALCOHOL, AND I WILL REFRAIN FROM THEIR USE AT ALL YOUTH
SOCCER RELATED EVENTS.
Expected Behavior: ● Refraining from providing any type of alcohol, drug, or tobacco products to any of my
players. ● Refraining from using any type of such products at all team activities or in the presence of my
players. ● Encouraging parents to refrain from the use of tobacco or alcohol products at team activities.

I WILL BECOME KNOWLEDGEABLE IN THE LAWS OF THE GAME, AND I WILL TEACH
THEM TO MY PLAYERS.
Expected Behavior: ● Becoming knowledgeable, understanding, and supportive of all applicable Laws of
the Game, league rules, regulations, and policies. ● Teaching and requiring compliance to these rules among
players and parents.

I WILL USE COACHING TECHNIQUES THAT ARE APPROPRIATE FOR EACH OF THE
SKILLS THAT I TEACH
Expected Behavior: ● Teaching only appropriate skills, techniques, and strategies of soccer.
● Discouraging intentional dangerous play, and administering swift and equitable discipline to players
involved in such activity. ● Striving to improve my coaching knowledge through ongoing reading, research,
and education.

I WILL REMEMBER THAT I AM A YOUTH SPORTS COACH, AND THAT THE LEAGUE IS
FOR CHILDREN AND NOT ADULTS.
Expected Behavior: ● Maintaining a positive, helpful, supportive attitude. ● Exercising my influence as a
coach to manage the behavior of the fans and spectators. ● Placing the emphasis on fun, participation, love
of soccer, and long-term athletic development, while encouraging players to strive to do their best in all
things. ● Encouraging players to try new skills, make mistakes, improve, and learn.
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Auburn Soccer Association Curriculum
Stage;
Cognitive Principles

Age;
Physical Principles

Early (4v4)

Up to U-8

Limited understanding
of time and space.

No significant gender
differences

One ball per player and
single-task-oriented
activities.

Soccer-related running,
jumping, twisting,
bending, and turning
activities.

Introduce concept of
boundary lines, rules of
the game.

Stage;
Cognitive Principles

Beginner (7v7)
Keep activities to no
more than two
players per ball, if
possible
Limited ability to
address more than 1
task at a time leaves
little capacity for
"tactical" decision
making
Activities should
incorporate 1v1
attacking/defending
situations as fully
opposed (pressured)
activities develop
decision making
skills.

Movement of ball using
varied parts of the foot.

Age;
Physical Principles
U9-U10
Minimal gender
differences
Combination of
balance and
coordination to
execute a soccer skill
at speed and
accurately
Aerobic training
through competitive
and fun activities

Technical Developmental Principles

Tactical Developmental Principles

Dribbling
• Inside of foot
• Laces
• Sole of the foot
• Running with the ball
Passing
• Inside of the foot – 5 yards
Receiving
• Inside of the foot – on ground w/ soft 1st touch
Finishing
•Inside of the foot (1v0 and 1v1 to goal)

Tactics are not an area that should be focused
on with this age group as their
cognitive/technical development does not allow
them to understand/train tactical theories and
strategies.

Technical Developmental Principles

Tactical Developmental Principles

Dribbling
• Speed Dribbling (and changing speeds)
• Turning with:
o Inside/outside/sole of the foot
Fakes/Feints/Speed Moves
• Shoulder drop
• Step-over (Zico)
• Scissors/Dbl Scissors • Pull-Push
• Cruyff
• Pull V
• Cut-Catch (Croqueta) • Pull L behind
Passing
• Inside of the foot – 10-15 yards
Receiving
• instep - on ground w/ forward 1st touch
• instep - on ground w/ lateral 1st touch
•Out of the air with the instep - soft first touch
• Pivot (aka “pull”) Turn
• Cruyff Turn
• Outside of the foot Turn
Finishing
• Inside of the foot - 8-12 yds
• Inside of the foot - 6-8 yds on breakaway vs. GK
Defending
•Closing down attacker: body shape and distance
•Poke Tackle
Juggling (Starting from hands)
•Thigh – Single then alternating (1-2 reps)
• Foot – Single then alternating (1-2 reps)

Training Environment;
SSG’s; Scrimmage #’s

1v0
1v1
3v3
4v4 (No GK’s)

All players
should rotate
through all
positions
Defending
• Pressure (Role of the 1st Defender)
• Delay

Attacking
• Role of the 1st Attacker
• Shape – use width-based Training Games (see
glossary)
• Playing out of the back
• Combination play: wall pass (1-2)

Training Environment;
SSG’s; Scrimmage #’s

1v1
2v1
2v2
3v2
a

4v0 Rondo
4v1 Rondo

b

4v4 (5v5 with
GK’s)
7v7 (6v6 with
GK’s)

All players
should rotate
through all
positions
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Auburn Soccer Association Curriculum
Stage;
Cognitive Principles

Intermediate (9v9)
Lengthened attention
span, ability to
sequence thoughts
and actions.
Starting to recognize
fundamental tactical
concepts
Tactical issues may
be presented.
Roles and
responsibilities of the
players may be
introduced.
Focus on groups of
players working
together in attacking
and defending
situations.
A range of numbers
up (i.e. 2v1),
numbers down (i.e.
2v3), and balanced
numbers activities
are used to teach
group concepts.

Age;
Physical Principles
U11-U12
Gender differences
increasing as girls
enter puberty; girls
can be as much as
two years ahead
Aerobic endurance
training within the
game.
Dynamic stretching is
critical as are
warmups and
cooldowns
Repetitive technique
very important, but
must be dynamic, not
static.

Technical Developmental Principles

Tactical Developmental Principles

Dribbling

Defending

• Shielding
• Change of Direction/Speed

• Role of the 1st Defender
• Cover (Role of the 2nd Defender)
• Delay
• Compactness

Fakes/Feints/Speed Moves
• Matthews
• Scoop (hook) turn
• 360/Maradona
• Roulette (pull back 360)
• Stop-n-go
• Zico (sole roll)
• Stepover-takeaway (back to defender Zico)

Passing
•One touch passing, on the ground, with inside of
the foot – 10-15 yards
• Inside of the foot – 20-25 yards
• Outside of the foot - 10 yards
• Laces: ground 10-15 yds; in air 20-25 yds; chip
• Feints

Receiving
• Out of the air with:
o inside of the foot - lateral first touch
o chest - forward first touch
o thigh - lateral first touch
• Back to goal:
o Inside/Outside of the foot
o Pivot Turn
o Cruyff Turn
o Reverse Matthews

Heading
•Basic Technique

Finishing
• Shooting with the instep - 12--20 yards
• One time shot - inside of the foot - 8-12 yards

Defending
•Body shape and angle of approach
•Block Tackle
•Slide Tackle
Juggling (Starting from hands)
•Thigh - Alternating (5-10 reps)
• Feet - Alternating (5-10 reps)

Training Environment;
SSG’s; Scrimmage #’s

1v1
2v1
2v2
3v2
b

Attacking
• Role of the 1st Attacker
• Roles of the 2nd Attacker
• Possession
• Playing out of the back
• Penetration - passing on the ground
• Mobility - Creation of space for teammates
• Combinations: Wall Pass; Overlap; Takeover
• Shape - Height and Depth; Linking Player
• Flank Play
• Crossing to the Slot
• Slot Run to Receive
• Timing of Runs
Transition
• From attacking to defending
• From defending to attacking
Final Third
•Basic movement/combinations
o Give and go (wall pass)
o Service from the flanks

Near post run
o Getting endline and serving cut-back

Near post and PK spot run

4v1 Rondo
3v1 Transition
Rondo
c

5v5 (4v4 + GK’s)
7v7
9v9

Positional
rotation
continues but
(field player)
specialization
should begin to
be factored
into training.
Some
goalkeeper
training can be
built into
sessions, but in
most cases
individual
goalkeeper
training is
inappropriate
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Auburn Soccer Association Curriculum
Stage;
Cognitive Principles

Age;
Physical Principles

Advanced (11v11)

U13 and above

Have a sense of
belonging, status,
and recognition.
Ability to stay
focused over a longer
period of time.
More responsive to
group activities and
their role in being an
individual.
Encourage creative
solutions and
personal
accountability.
Team building
exercises may be
incorporated.
Team tactics are
typically taught using
7v7 to 11v11
scenarios that
connect the three
lines of team shape
(defense, midfield,
and attack)

Introduction to pure
speed training within
structured soccer
activities.
Aerobic and
anaerobic specific
training.
Position specific
physical conditioning.
Fitness periodization.

Technical Developmental Principles

Tactical Developmental Principles

Training Environment;
SSG’s; Scrimmage #’s

Passing

Defending

3v2

• Inside of the foot – bending passes 20-30 yards
•Outside of the foot – 15-20 yards
• Instep - 30 yards
• Chipping
• Out of the air with inside of the foot - 10 yards
• Out of the air with laces – 30 yards

4v3
6v4

Fakes/Feints/Speed Moves

•Balance (Role of the 3rd Defender)
• Shape
•Recovery Runs
•Transition to Defense
•Tracking
• Zonal Defending
•High/Low Pressure Defending

• Review/perfect all
• encourage players to create new ones 

Attacking

Receiving
•Outside of the foot - on the ground with a
lateral first touch
•Turning with back to goal: outside of foot;
cruyff; pivot (“pull”) turn

Heading
•Defensive heading
•Attacking Heading
•Protecting Oneself

Finishing
• Front Volley
• Side Volley
• Long Range - 18-25 yards
•Half Volley
•Bending Shot

Defending
• Shoulder challenge
• Body positioning to prevent the attacker from
turning
Juggling (Starting from the ground)
• Feet - Alternating (25-50 reps)

4v1 Rondo
3v1 Transition
Rondo
d
5v2 Double
Rondo

rd

•Role of the 3 Attacker
•Possession vs. Penetration Decisions
•Penetration – Passing through the air
•Playing in the final third
•Counter Attack
•Mobility – Creation of Space for Oneself
•Changing the Point of Attack
•Combination - Double Pass; 3 Player
Combinations
• Flank Play
•Crossing to the Near Post
•Crossing to the Far Post
•Near Post Runs to Receive
•Far Post Run to Receive
•Timing of Runs
•Recycling Runs

7v7 and up

Field player
positional
specialization
should be
factored into
training.
Individual
goalkeeper
training is
appropriate, but
a continued
emphasis on
functional and
technical
training as the
“11th field
player” is vital
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Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 1
TOPIC: DRIBBLING BASICS
Organization

Stage

0

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Objectives

•
•

0

•

•

•

•

�l

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

--

�J/

•
•

-

•

•
•

Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage IV
Match

6v6 or 7v7

--

6 Surfaces:
Divide the team into 4 groups of 3 or 4 players. Place each group
in a 6x6 grid. The players will perform the following ball touches
with one foot:
o Outside of the foot touch - Inside of the foot touch
o Laces (instep) to push ball away - Bottom (sole) to drag ball
back
o Toe to push the ball away -Heel to bring the ball back behind
you to turn
After the turn, the player should do it with the other foot. After a
while, put the players in each square to compete.
Dribbling Reaction Circle:
Take 6 tall cones and 6 discs and make a circle of about 10-15
yards in diameter. Make a circle or hexagon (stop sign shape)
with the cones and discs. Make gates about 2 yards apart by
alternating the cones and discs.
5 players will protect 6 gates by trying to dribble into the empty
gate. All dribblers must move to cover any empty gate.
When the Runner (the dribbler in the middle) gets to a gate and
stops the ball under control, he will change with the player that
did not move and allow him/her to enter the gate.
Coach: Try it without a ball first. If you only have 5 players,
make a pentagon. If you only have 4 players, make a square.

Key Coaching Points

• Players should start slow and increase the
speed as they go
• Touches should be soft but able to move
the ball
• Keep the soccer ball close and under
control
• Players should talk to their feet:
o "Outside -Inside - Laces -Sole, Toe
and Heel Turn"

• Keep your head up and use peripheral
v1s10n
• Keep the ball close to you under control
• Use all surfaces of the foot
o Inside/Outside ( Changing direction)
o Sole (Stop and Changing direction
o Laces (Speed Dribbling)
• Change of direction and hurst of speed
o When to turn
o What type of turn
• Encourage players to be creative with the
ball at their feet
4v4 to End Zones:
• Deception and disguise
Two teams play in a defined space with each team attacking an • Encourage players to be creative with the
end-zone defended by the opponent. Teams score points when a
ball at their feet - "Take risks"
player dribbles into the End-Zone.
• Identification of visual cues
Coach: Encourage players to recognize opportunities to hurst
o 1v l no defender behind
into space under control.
o Free space in front of dribbler
o Near the attacking area
• Identification of verbal cues
o "take space", "time", "take him on"
• Correct shape and balance of team
• Attack at pace and set up the defender
Play with a formation:
Reinforce all the coaching points from all
64
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1
the activities

Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 2
TOPIC: DRIBBLING-RUNNING WITH THE BALL
Organization

Stage

Objectives

•

.. ..

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

..
Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

0

.. ..

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage IV
Match

..

3v3 to End Zones:
Two teams play in a 30Wx 40L yard grid space with each team
attacking a 2 yard end-zone defended by the opponent. Teams
score points when a player dribbles into the End-Zone.
Coach: Encourage players to recognize opportunities to burst
and run with the ball into space under control.

• Get the ball out of the feet- good first
touch
• Run quickly with the ball
• Minimum number of touches
• Use the front of the foot- laces, to push
the ball in front
• Use an unbroken stride and head up
• When confronted with defenders, take
them on by changing direction of the
ball and take a big touch
• Decide when to pass or when to dribble
• Play with Off-sides
• Look for space to attack behind the
defender
• Work together to score
• Use support players to make attacking
decisions

4v4 or 5v5 Dribbling forward - pass back or sideways:
In a 35Wx40L area, two teams are trying to score in any of
their opponent's three goals. The only way to move the ball
forward is by dribbling. Players can pass but only backwards or
sideways. To score the players must be within the 3 yard zone
to score.
Coach: after a while take the restriction of passing forward
away but still encourage dribbling to score

Stage III

•

• Take an aggressive first touch forward into
space
• Push the ball forward with the instep (laces
and outside of the foot)
• Each touch of the ball should push it a few
steps ahead of the dribbler
• Keep a natural running stride
• In between touches, the head is up and the
eyes scan the field

.. ..

-

.. ..

----

.. ..

6v6 or 7v7

•

Key Coaching Points

Man Utd. Running with the Ball:
Make l0W x 30L yard grid. Divide the grids into two 5 yd.
lanes. Place at least two players of different teams at the end of
the lanes to the right of the grid.
The activity starts by one of the players running with the ball.
When the player in possession of the ball runs by the second
cone, he/she can pass the ball to the next runner.

Scoring: Dribbling- 10 points
Passing - 1 point
Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Reinforce all the coaching points from all
65
the activities

Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 3

TOPIC: DRIBBLING-BEATING AN OPPONENT
Organization

Stage

Objectives

M

·-

•

Stage I

�
/

Technical
Warm-Up

•
---

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

0

- -·

0

··1
t

__)
•

..

..

Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage IV
Match

0

..
6v6 to 7v7

..

Diamond Dribbling:
Have one diamond per four players. The players will dribble the
soccer ball to the orange cone and they perform the move and go
to the next cone
Players will call their arrival by saying: First! - Second! When
players arrive at their beginning cone, they must go the other way.
Select and group the best players at each diamond and make them
compete
The moves are:
• Circle and take, Circle, circle and take, Fake and take, Fake,
fake and take, Bish-bash, Drag-back and take, Stop and take
2v2 to 3 Goals:
In a 20x20 square, set up 6 players in 3 groups: The dribblelinos (2
players), the defenders (2 players) and the servers (2 players)
Place the dribblelinos and defenders by the yellow cones at the
opposite side of the grid. The server, one on each side line, passes
the ball to a dribblelino and he/she will try to score in one of the
lateral goals (blue cones) or the middle yellow goal on the end
line. The defenders will try to stop them from dribbling through
any of the goals. If the defenders get the ball, he/she can also
score in one of the three goals. When a player scores or the ball
goes out of bounds, a new 2v2 will start. Each team plays for two
services. Rotation: Server to dribbelino, defender to server,
dribblelino to defender
3v3 or 4v4 - 5 Million Point Game to End Zones:
Two teams play in 25Wx35L yard grid space with each team
attacking a 2 yard end-zone defended by the opponent. Teams
score points when a player dribbles into the End-Zone.
Coach: Encourage players to recognize opportunities to hurst
into space under control.
Scoring:
Player dribble into the zone: 3 points
Player dribble an opponent with one of the moves above is
worth 1 million points
The game is up to 5 million points
Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Key Coaching Points

• Use all surfaces of the foot
• Keep the ball close to you under control
• Execute a feint at the cone (to unbalance
the defender) and dribble past him/her
with a hurst of speed
• Use the outside of the foot or laces when
dribbling for speed with furthest foot
from the defender
• Encourage players to be creative with the
ball at their feet
• Keep the ball close to you under control
• Execute a feint to unbalance the defender
and dribble past him/her with a hurst of
speed
• Change direction and pace
• Use the outside of the foot or laces when
dribbling for speed with furthest foot
from the defender
• Encourage players to be creative with the
ball at their feet
• Deception and disguise
• Encourage players to be creative with the
ball at their feet - "Take risks"
• Identification of visual cues
o 1 v 1 no defender behind
o Free space in front of dribbler
o Near the attacking area
• Identification of verbal cues
o "take space", "time", "take him on"
• Correct shape and balance of team
• Attack at pace and set up the defender
Reinforce all the coaching points from all
66
the activities

Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 4
TOPIC: PASSING & RECEIVING BASICS
Organization

Stage

&

Objectives

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

t
&

&

..

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

- Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage IV
Match

f

0

'

..

-

-

6v6 or 7v7

Passing:
• Toe up (inside) or down & tumed in
(outside)
• Placement of non-kicking foot and good
balance
• Surface of the Foot and Surface of the
Ball to strike
Receiving:
• Keep feet moving before ball arrives and
go to it
• Keep ankle of receiving foot locked and
body behind ball
• Eye on ball at instant ofreception
3v3 Hit the Ball Off the Cone:
• Tech of Passing and Receiving
Play a 3v3 game in a 25Wx35L yard grid with a 2 yard end • Possess the ball to look for an opportunity
zone. On the end line, place two cones about 4 yards apart and
to hit the ball on the cone
place a soccer ball on each cone.
• Head up to make eye contact
Scoring:
• Weight and accuracy ofthe pass
• Hit the ball on the cone: 10 points
• First tauch (To prepare the ball)
• Put the soccer ball between the cones: 1 point
• Surface ofthe foot
• Surface ofthe ball
No players are allowed in the end zone.
4v4 to Small Goal - Goal eguals number of passes:
• Technique ofpassing and receiving
In a 30W x 40L yard grid, play a 4v4 game with one goal on • First directional tauch
each end line. The players will try to connect as many passes as • Possess the ball to look for an opportunity
they can before they can pass the soccer ball through the goal.
to score
• Players in good supporting positions
Scoring: If a team completes 3 passes and scores their goal, it • Decision making: safety versus risk
will be worth 3 points.
• Communication
• Good team shape
Passing Houses:
Place two boxes of 2or 3yards each about 7-10 yards away
from each other. Place a player inside the box and call it the
hause. Players will pass to each other. In order to score points,
the pass must be made and received inside the hause and go
into the hause through the front door.
Coach, start with:
1. Pass right receive right/ Pass left receive left
2. Pass right, receive left/ Pass left receive right
3. First touch outside a window (side of the square)
pass through the door

&

•

Key Coaching Points

Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Reinforce all the coaching points from all
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Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week S

TOPIC: PASSING & RECEIVING FOR POSSESSION
Objectives

Organization

Stage

Stage I

6

Technical
Warm-Up

6

- -

---

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity
,p . .

..,

-

-

Stage IV
Match

Coach the players are making a figure 8 with their passes

3v3 Game Everyone Touches the Ball:
In a 25wx 35L yard grid, play a 3v3 game with one goal on
each end line. The players will try to connect as many passes as
they can before they can pass the soccer ball through the goal.
Scoring: All the players on the team in possession must have a
tauch on the ball before scoring. If they lose possession, they
need to start again.

-

4v4 to Four Small Goals:
In a 35Wv40L yard grid place two small 3 feet cone goals on
each side of the 35 yard line, near each comer. Each team
defends and attacks two goals. If playing with 4 players, the
attacking shape should be a diamond or 3-1. If playing with
five players, the attacking shape should be a 3-2 or 2-1-2.

Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Box 8 Passing:
Have two players 5 yards a part, one with a soccer ball. He/she
passes the ball pass the soccer ball between the two cones 3
yards a part. The receiver then will have a directional first
tauch towards the right or the left of the cones, and passes back
to the supporting players waiting outside of the same cone (see
diagram). The new receiver will first tauch the ball toward the
middle ofthe cones and pass the ball.

..,

6v6 or 7v7

---

Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Key Coaching Points

Passing:
• Toe up (inside) or down & tumed m
(outside)
• Placement of non-kicking foot and good
balance
• Surface ofthe ball to strike
Receiving:
• Keep feet moving before ball arrives and go
to it
• Keep ankle of receiving foot locked and
body behind ball
• Eye on ball at instant ofreception
• First Touch - Directional
• Tech ofpassing and receiving
• Pace ofthe pass and accuracy ofthe pass
• First Touch - Directional
• Clear Communication
(demand the ball)
• Surface ofthe foot
• Surface ofthe ball
• Players in good supporting positions to facili
possession
• Good team shape
•
•
•
•

Tech of passing and receiving
Pace ofthe pass and accuracy ofthe pass
First Touch - Directional
Possess the ball to look for an opportunity to
score
• Players in good supporting positions
• Decision making: safety versus risk
• When and how to switch the point ofattack
• Communication
• Good team sha e
Reinforce all the coaching points from all
68
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TOPIC: PASSING & RECEIVING FOR PENETRATION
Organization

Stage

Objectives

Pass and Move in 3's II:

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

,f.\

_o··

/

�

--

0

0

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

•

•

•

•

•

Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

·-o

0

Stage IV
Match

6v6 or 7v7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technique of passing
1st touch - Directional
Technique of receiving
Vision to making splitting passes
Communication: Verba! and Non Verba!
Supportive body position
Visual cues

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1O •
•

Pace, accuracy and timing of the pass
First Touch - Directional
Vision to split defenders with a pass
Clear Communication (demand the ball)
Surface of the foot
Surface of the ball
Good team shape
Possession vs. penetration
Proper angle and distance of support off
the ball

Split players into groups of 3 players each (color-coded).
Each group has a ball, inter-passing within their group.
All groups are in the same grid playing through each other
1. Pass and move - (See red team in diagram)
2. Pass, and run between the next passer and receiver
making 3rd player to move to support
(See white in diagram)
3. Pass and run behind receiver (See Blue team m
diagram)
3v3 to Targets:
In a 30Wx35L yard grid, play a 3v3 game with one target
player in the opposite end zone. The players will try to connect
with the target in order to score.
Scoring:
• Connecting with the target: 5 points
• Connecting with the target after splitting the defense
points

Key Coaching Points

4v4 or 5v5 to End Zones:
Set up a 35Wx40L yard grid. Play 4v4 with 2yard end-zones.
To score the attacking team needs to pass to a teammate in the
end zone. The attacking player must time his/her run to receive
the ball inside the end zone and score. A player cannot enter the
end zone before the soccer ball.
Coach: Help the players to time their runs into the end zone to
receive the ball.
Scoring:
• Receiving a timed pass into the end zone: 10 points
• Dribbling into the end zone: 1 point

Pace, accuracy and timing of the pass
First Touch - Directional
Shape, width, and depth
Players in good supporting positions
Vision to split defenders with a pass
• Decision making: when to penetrate or
possess
• Communication
• Good team shape & Body position open to
field

Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Reinforce all the coaching points from all
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the activities

•
•
•
•

Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 7
TOPIC: SHOOTING I

Stage

Organization

Objectives

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up
;

Stage II

•

Small Sided
Activity

--Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

.•..

t I1.

•
Stage IV
Match

6v6 or 7v7

•·

---

Key Coaching Points

Shooting Wars - Set, Shoot, Save and Switch:
Place a player in each goal about 12-15 yards apart. Have
a player standing by in each goal with a ball in hand. The
white player will set up the ball to shoot it. He must do it
from behind or at the line of his/her goal line. The red
player in the opposite goal needs to make the save. If he
makes the save or gets scored on, he/she goes out and a
new player comes in. Now the new red player sets up
his/her ball to shoot it. Keep changing and keep score.
Goals are below shoulder level

Shooting Technigue
• Body position and balance
• Eye on the ball at moment of contact
• Strike ball with ankle locked and hard
hone on top of foot
• Non-kicking foot directed at target
• Surface of the Ball
• Surface of the Foot to strike the ball

3v3 to One Goal+Gk:
Inside the box, cone an area 20Lx26W yds. just like in the
diagram. Two teams of 3 players each will try to score.
The team that gets to 3 goals first wins the first bout. The
Coach will be at the top on the "D" with the soccer balls.
He/she will serve a new ball when it goes out ofbounds or
in goal. Place the stand-by team by the goal; their job is to
fetch the soccer balls.
Coach: Rotate the GK

• Proper technique and body control
• Quality preparation touch
• Proper selection of contact surface
✓ Instep
✓ Inside
✓ Outside
✓ Poke
• Type of shot
✓ Driven
• Low
• High
✓ Lofted or Chip
✓ Poke
• Timing and shape of attacking runs
• Creativity and deception
• Rebounding

GK's + 4v4:
Make 3 teams of4 players. Two teams will play to score
by creating as many scoring opportunities and taking as
many shots on target as they can in 2 minutes. The team
with the most goals wins that bout and stays in. The stand
by team comes in to play for another two minutes.

Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Reinforce all the coaching points from all
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TOPIC: SHOOTING II
Organization

Stage

C>

C>

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

--

C>

Stage II
Small Sided
Activity

Objectives

1
l

/

--Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

ßt

•··

•
Stage IV
Match

6v6 or 7v7

Key Coaching Points

Shooting Technigue
Shooting Wars II:
Divide your team into groups of 2 and make as many shooting • Body position and balance
station as you need. The shooting station is a 10Wx15L yard • Eye on the ball at moment ofcontact
grid with a 2 yard zone in each goal end. Place a player in each • Strike ball with ankle locked and hard
bone on top offoot
7 yard goal and one will start with the ball. The shooter will
strike the ball inside the 2 yard zone towards the other goal. • Non-kicking foot directed at target
The GK in that goal will catch, or deflect to prevent his • Surface ofthe Ball
opponent from scoring, and start the process again. Play for 3 • Surface ofthe Foot to strike the ball
minutes and switch players at the end of10 minutes. Check to Against a Goalkeeper
see who the player with the most goals is.
• Keep the shot low
• Try to hit the area near the cones
• Use instep for power or inside of the foot
to lace the ball
3v3+Gk's Long Shot and Rebounds:
• Proper technique and body control
In a 25Wx30L (Twice of the Box) area, place two goals with • Placement vs. power
comer flags or cones. Divide the area into 3 zones - two end • Quality preparation touch
zones of 8 yards and a central zone of14 yards long.
• Timing and shape ofattacking runs
Encourage players to shoot from the middle zone.
• Finishing rebounds
Scoring:
• Creativity and deception
• Directly from the middle zone: lüpts
• Combination Play
• Rebound goal: 5pts
• Proper selection ofcontact surface
o Instep
• • Inside the zone shot: 1 pt
Play to 20 pts. and switch teams ifyou have one standing by
o Inside
o Outside
4v4 or 5v5+GK's Long Shot and Rebound
Play in a 40Wx45L yard grid with goals. Players will be
o Poke
awarded points on the goals they scored depending on the • Type ofshot
distance from goal:
o Driven
• Low
• From the team's defending end: 10 points
• High
• From team's attacking end: 3 points
o
Lofted
or Chip
• From Rebound: Spoints
o Poke
• Timing and shape ofattacking runs
• Creativity and deception
• Rebounding
Play with a formation:
Reinforce all the coaching points from all
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• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 8v8: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1
the activities

Fall• U13+ Lesson Plan• Week 9

TOPIC: DEFENDING-INTERCEPTING A PASS
Organization

Stage

•

•

•

•

Objectives

Stage I

Technical
Warm-Up

•

•

Stage II

Small Sided
Activity

•

. .o··

•

•

..

•···.

•

•
Stage III

Expanded
Small Sided
Activity

Stage IV
Match

---6v6 or 7v7

lnterceptor 1:
In a lOW x15L grid, place one player on the each end line and
one player in the middle ofthe grid in a one yard zone.
The two players on the end lines will try to connect as many
passes as they can. They will score a point for every pass
completed. The Interceptor must try to either intercept the pass
or deflect the pass out of bounds. 3 Interceptions and the
players rotate or 5 deflections and the players rotate. All
players get to defend in the middle.

Key Coaching Points
• Defender reading passer visual cues:
o Where is the passer looking
o Shape of his body
o When is he/she striking the ball
• Getting in-line with the ball
• Quick lateral movement.
• Do NOT allow straight passes down
the line!

Interceptors 2:
• Defenders reading passer visual cues:
In a 15W x 20L grid, place two players on the each end line
o Where is the passer looking
and two players in the middle ofthe grid in a two yard zone.
o Shape of his body
The outside players will try to connect as many passes as they
o When is he/she striking the ball
can. They will score a point for every pass completed that beats
•
Pressing
defender getting in-line with
the defenders. The Interceptors work together to either intercept
the ball
the pass or deflect the pass out of bounds. 3 Interceptions and
the players rotate or 5 deflections and the players rotate. All • Working together as a unit
o Quick lateral movement
players get to defend in the middle.
o Telling each other:
lnterceptors 3:
• "Shift right"
In a 30W x 40L grid, place three players on the each end line
• "Shift left"
and three players in the middle ofthe grid in a three yard zone.
• "Johnny! - Press"
The outside players will score a point for every pass completed
• "Drop" (whole team)
that beats the defenders either through or over them. The
o Leadership
Interceptors work together to either intercept the pass by
o How to deny penetration
dropping or stepping at the appropriate moments and by
"shifting" together left and right. 5 Interceptions and rotate the • Patience when defending
• Lateral compactness
players.
Play with a formation:
• 6v6: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-1-2 or 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1

Reinforce all the coaching points from all
the activities
72
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Games

TOPIC: 4v4 CONDITIONED GAMES FOR UNDERSTANDING
Objectives

Organization

Warm UP

--

•
•

•

•
•

•

0

Conditioned
Game I

-

0

t
C>

Conditioned
Game II

0

,t

t
0

0

•

•

• Players should start slow and increase the
speed as they go
• Touches should be soft but able to move
the ball
• Keep the soccer ball close and under
control
• Players should talk to their feet:
o "Outside -Inside - Laces -Sole, Toe
and Heel Turn and Pass
• Receiver must get into position to face the
passer

4v4 to End Zones:
Set up a 30Wx40L yard grid. Play 4v4 with 2 yard end-zones
behind the 35 yd. line. To score, the attacking team needs to
pass to a teammate in the end zone. The attacking player must
time his/her run to receive the ball inside the end zone and
score. A player cannot enter the end zone before the soccer
ball.
Coach: Help the players to time their runs into the end zone to
receive the ball.
Scoring:
• Receiving a timed pass into the end zone: 10 points
• Dribbling into the end zone: 1 point

• Encourage players to be creative with the
ball at their feet - "Take risks"
• When to dribble, when to pass
• Identification of visual cues
o 1v 1 no defender behind
o Free space in front ofdribbler
o Near the attacking area
• Good team shape & body position open to
field
• First Touch - Directional
• Vision to split defenders with a pass
• Decision making: when to penetrate or
possess
• Communication
• Tech of Passing and Receiving
• Possess the ball to look for an opportunity
to hit the ball on the cone
• Weight and accuracy ofthe pass
• First tauch (To prepare the ball)
• Players in good supporting positions
• Decision making: safety versus risk
✓ Possession vs. Penetration
• When and how to switch the point of
attack
• Communication
73
• Good team shape

4v4 Hit the Ball Off the Cone:
In a 30Wx40L yard grid with a 3 yard end zone, place 3 soccer
balls on top of three cones. Two cones are about 5 yards from
the comers and one is central. Place a soccer ball on each cone.
Two teams of 4 players each will try to score by knocking the
soccer ball off the cone.
Scoring:

•
•

t

0

1

C>

t

Key Coaching Points

6 Surfaces:
Inside a 25Wx30L grid, divide the team into groups of2 players.
The player with the ball will perform the 6 touches and turn and
pass to his/her partner. The receiving players must always be
facing the partner before the pass.
Sequences:
1. Start with one foot: does the 6 surfaces: Outside of the
foot touch - Inside of the foot touch - Laces (instep) to
push ball away - Bottom (sole) to drag ball back - Toe to
push the ball away - Heel to bring the ball back behind
you to turn and - Pass
2. Two feet do the 6 surfaces and pass

Hit the ball on the cone: 10 points
Put the soccer ball between the cones: 1 point

No players are allowed in the end zone.

Fall•
U13
Lesson
Plan•
Week
10
TOPIC: 4v4 CONDITIONED GAMES FOR UNDERSTANDING
Organization

Games

Objectives

Everyone Gets Back 4v4 or 5v5:
In a 30Wx35L grid, two teams of 4 players each will play
to improve their team's small group defense. Each will try
to defend by getting behind the ball ASAP. The defensive
team should get organized behind their own Midline. The
defending team will work as one unit applying the
principles from the activities above. As soon as the
Conditioned
defending team regains possession, the attacking team will
Game III
try to set up a defensive block.
Scoring: lf the attacking team scores, they will get an
extra point for every defensive player not in their defensive
half.
1�-----------�-....�---�1 Coach: You may add two Gk's to make it 5v5.
GK's + 4v4 or GK's + 3v3 "THE LAST GOAL":
In a 30Wx35L yard grid, two teams of 4 players each with
a Gk will play to score the last goal. Play 2-5 minute
bouts. The team with the last goal wins.

0

Conditioned
Game IV

t

..

--

Key Coaching Points

Working as a Unit
• Working together as a unit
• When and how to pressure and cover
• Learning to stay in a defensive block
• Transition & Angles of recovery When & Where?
• When to press & when to drop off

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proper technique and body control
Quality preparation tauch
Proper selection of contact surface
Type of shot
Timing and shape of attacking runs
Creativity and deception
Rebounding
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TOPIC: DRIBBLING & TURNING
Technical Warm u

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

6 Surfaces:

•
•

0

-

•

0

•

----

•

Activit

3

•

•

•

•

Game
SvS, 6v6 or 7v7
Cool Down

Or anization

Divide the team into 4 groups of3 or 4 players.
Place each group in a 6x6 grid. The players will
perform the following ball touches with one
foot:
o Outside ofthe foot touch
o Inside ofthe foot touch
o Push with instep
o Stop with sole
o Push with the toe
Heel the ball back and turn.
After the turn, the player should do it with the
other foot. After a while, put the players in each
square to compete.

Time: 10 minutes

Or anization
The Running Maze
All players in a determined area standing by a
cone. At the command of the coaches, the
players will go around (running with the ball) as
many cones as they can. Coach will prompt
players to change direction at the cone:
• With the inside ofthe foot (Cutting)
• With the outside ofthe foot (Hooks)
• Dragging the ball back (Facing and Away)
• With the forward part ofthe sole
• Double Cuts & Hooks
Add defenders to introduce Shielding

Or anization
1 vl Running and Turning:
In a 15x20 yard grid divided into two boxes of
15xl0 yards each with goals on one side, the
coach will serve the ball to the red team. The
white team will be defending. In order to score,
the red team needs to perform a turn in the
second box. After the turn, the player can score
in any of the goals. If the defending team gets
the ball they can score after performing a turn.
After all the red team players have gone switch.
Teams keep score.

Coachin Pts.
• Players should start slow and
increase the speed as they go
• Touches should be soft but able to
move the ball
• Keep the soccer ball close and
under control
Dribbling
• Keep the ball close
• Use all surfaces ofthe foot
o Inside/Outside
o Laces (Instep)
o Bottom (Sole) and Heel
• Keep your head up and use
peripheral vision
• Change ofdirection and speed
Coachin Pts.
Running with the ball
• Push the ball forward with the
instep (Laces and outside ofthe
foot)
• Each touch ofthe ball should push it
a few steps ahead ofthe dribbler
• Keep a natural running stride
• The head is up and the eyes scan the
field
• Use the appropriate surface for the
appropriate turn
• Players must accelerate after turn
• Turn should be performed with right
and left foot

Time: 15 minutes

Coachin Pts.
• Use the front ofthe foot - laces, to
push the ball in front
• When confronted by a defender,
make a decision to either dribble or
turn
• The head is up and the eyes scan the
field
• Protect the ball from the defender
• When and how to turn
• Transition

Time: 20 minutes
Coachin Pts.
Or anization
Play with goalkeeper and a formation:
Re-enforce all the coaching points
• 5v5: Gk-3-1 v Gk-2-2
from all the activities
•6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2
Time: 20 minutes
•7v7: Gk-3-2-1 v Gk-2-3-1
Activities to reduce heart rate, static stretching & review session. Time: 5-10 Minutes
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TOPIC: PASSING & RECEIVING

Technical Warm u
6 Surfaces: Outside, inside, push with instep, stop with sole, push with the toe, heel the ball
back and turn. "Outside, Inside, Laces, Sole, Toe, Heel"! Speak to the ball.
Activit 1
Or anization
Dutch Square:
Half of the players on the inside of the square
(with soccer balls), half on the outside. The
insiders will pass the soccer ball to the
....
outsiders. The outsiders will pass the ball back
with one or two touches to the insiders. The
insiders will receive the soccer ball and look
for another outsider to pass to. After a few
minutes, switch insiders with outsiders.
Coach: have players pass and receive with the
right and left foot.
····t .
......
... .. ..
Procedure:
1. Pass and Rec. 2 touches
2. Pass and Rec: Rec-left, pass-right and
Rec-right, pass-left
3 .Rec, Turn dribble and Pass
Time: 15 minutes

•

2

Or anization
3v3+4 to Back-Back Goals:
Two teams try to score by passing the ball
through the cones (Red team: red cones, Blue
team: blue cones). The Bumper players are
neutral and they have 2 touches. No goals can
be score by passing the soccer ball between
two cones of different colors.
• You can also play this game without the
+4 players

•

Coachin Pts.
Keep the soccer ball close and under
control
Coachin Pts.
Passing:
• Toe up (inside) or down & turned in
(outside)
• Placement of non-kicking foot and
good balance
• Surface of the ball to strike
Receiving:
• Keep feet moving before ball arrives
and go to it
• Keep ankle of receiving foot locked
and body behind ball
• Eye on ball at instant ofreception
Coach have the players
• Talk and ask for the pass
• Signal that he/she want the pass
• Check to or away from the pass
• Get in good supporting distance and
an !es
Coachin Pts.
• Tech of Passing and Receiving
• Possess the ball to look for an
opportunity to pass the ball between
the cones
• Players in good supporting positions
• Decision making: safety versus risk
• Communication
• Good team shape

Time: 20 minutes

Notice: No defenders can be inside the cones

Or anization

3

\:/, y
��·
1 „
Game
SvS, 6v6 or 7v7
COOL DOWN

--

3v3 +1:
In a defined area two teams of 3 players, with
with a neutral player who plays for the team
in possession of the soccer ball will play to
score by passing through the cones.

•
•
•
•
•

Coachin Pts.
Soft 1 touch receiving into space,
away from pressure
Proper weight, accuracy and timing
ofpasses
Possession vs. Penetration
Proper angle and distance of
support off the ball
Communication between
players
st

Time: 20 minutes

Coachin Pts.
Or anization
Play with goalkeeper and a formation:
Reinforce all the coaching points
• 5v5: Gk-3-1 v Gk-2-2
from all the activities
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2
Time: 20 minutes
• 7v7: Gk-3-1-2 v Gk-2-3-1
Activities to reduce heart rate, static stretching & review session. Time: 5-10 Minutes
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TOPIC: DRIBBLING TO BEAT AN OPPONENT

Technical Warm up
6 Surfaces: Outside, Inside, Laces (lnstep) to push the ball away, Bottom (Sole) to drag the
ball back, push with the Toe, Heel the ball back to turn.. "Outside, Inside, Laces, Sole, Toe,
Heel"! S eak to the ball.
1
Or anization
Diamond Dribbling:
Have one diamond per four players and a player
per yellow cone. The players dribble the soccer
ball to the orange cone and they perform the
move and go to the next cone
Players will call their arrival by saying: First! Second! When players arrive at their beginning
cone they must go the other way.
Select and group the best players at each
diamond and make them compete
The moves are:
• Circle and take, Circle, circle and take
• Fake and take, Fake , fake and take
• Bish-bash
• Drag-back and take
Time: 15 minutes
• Stop and take
Activit
Or anization
4 Corner Dribbling to End Zones:
In 20x25 yard grid with an end zone at each end,
players of the same team are placed by the corner
cones of the End Zone they are defending. Half
of the team is in a line at one cone and the other
half at the other cone. The coach is standing
outside the middle with all the balls. The game
starts when the coach serves the ball into the field.
The game is over when one team scores by
dribbling the ball into the end zone. If the ball
goes out of bounds, the players need to get out of
the field quickly and get back in line.
Activity 3
Or anization

Coachin Pts.
Keep the soccer ball close and under
control
Coachin

Dribbling

Pts.

• Use all surfaces of the foot
• Keep your head up and use
peripheral vision
• Keep the ball close to you under
control
• Use the outside of the foot or
laces when dribbling and the
furthest foot from the defender
• Encourage players to be creative
with the ball at their fee
• Execute a feint to unbalance the
defender and dribble past him/her
with a burst of speed
• Use the outside of the foot or
laces when dribbling for speed
with furthest foot from the
defender
• Encourage players to be creative
with the ball at their feet

_ ... #

C>

•

..
Game

--

..

4v4, SvS, or 6v6
COOL DOWN

3v3 to End Zones:
Two teams play in a defined space with
each team attacking an end-zone
defended by the opponent. Teams score
points when a player dribbles into the
End-Zone.
Coach: Encourage players to recognize
opportunities to hurst into space under
control.

Coachin

Pts.

• Work together to score
• Verbal & visual
communication
• Use support players to make
attacking decisions
• Encourage players to be
creative and take risks near the
end zone.
Time: 20 minutes
Coachin Pts.
Re-enforce all the coaching points
from all the activities
Time: 20 minutes

Or anization
Play with goalkeeper and a formation:
• 4v4: 3-1 v 2v2 (no Goalkeeper)
•5v5: Gk-3-1 v Gk-2-2
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2
Activities to reduce heart rate, static stretching & review session. Time: 5-10
80
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TOPIC: DEFENDING-WORKING TOGETHER
Technical Warm u

6 Surfaces: Outside, Inside, Laces (lnstep) to push the ball away, Bottom (Sole) to drag the

ball back, push with the Toe, Heel the ball back to turn.. "Outside, Inside, Laces, Sole, Toe,
Heel"! Speak to the ball.
1
Or anization
Footwork Review & 1 vl Defending:
The receiver will dribble the ball and the
defenders will back up keeping a good
defending posture.
After several repetitions, play 1v l - As soon
as the server passes the soccer ball the
•
defender will press the attacker.
Score by passing or dribbling through the
goal. Focus on speed and angle of approach,
body position etc. If defender wins the ball
he/she can score (Transition).
Time: 10 minutes
Organization
1 v2 Defending:
In a defined area, two players will defend one
attacker. If the defenders get the ball then the
attacker needs to defend the two attackers.
The defenders will pass the ball to the
dribbler and the closest defender will press
the ball.

Activity 2

•

•

-•

Activity 3

•

Time: 15 minutes
Or anization
2v2 Defending:
In groups of 8-12 players per grid, half of the
players will position on the blue cones
(Defenders) the other half will position on
either side of the small goal (Attackers). The
defender will pass the ball to one of the
attackers and try to keep him/her from
scoring, applying the principles of pressure
and cover.
Coach: Concentrate on the covering defender

Game
4v4, SvS, or 6v6
COOL DOWN

Coachin Pts.
Keep the soccer ball close and under
control
Coachin Pts.
Pressing Defender :
• Concentrate on the 5 D' s of
Defending:
o Close the attacker Down, Slow
Down, Get Down, Stay
Down and Decide &
Destroy
Covering Defender
• Should close space quickly
o Supporting
distance
close
enough to close passing lanes
o Provide pressure when the 1st
defender is beaten
o Body
pos1t10n
to
keep
attackers in view
• Ready to switch from 2nd defender
to 1st defender
• What to say to the pressmg
defender:
o "Stand them up"
o "Force Inside"
o "Force Outside"
o "Tackle!!"
o "Switch" (switch roles)
Coachin Pts.
• Speed and angle of approach
• Pressing defender forces head
down of attacker
• Covering defender is positioned
about on the shoulder and behind
pressure
• Patience; do not over- commit
• Good communication to facilitate
role switching while defending
Time: 20 minutes

Coachin Pts.
Or anization
Play with goalkeeper and a formation:
Re-enforce all the coaching points
• 4v4: 3-1 v 2v2 (no Goalkeeper)
from all the activities
• 5v5: Gk-3-1 v Gk-2-2
Time: 20 minutes
• 6v6: Gk-3-2 v Gk-2-1-2
Activities to reduce heart rate, static stretching & review session. Time: 5-10
84 Minutes

Position Numbers and Playing Characteristics
The numbering system relates position on the field to numbers. Talking tactics with
soccer numbers is much easier than using position names, since the positions are
called so many different names in various systems. According to Dave Chesler, a
Coach Educator and Performance Analyst at US Soccer, “A standard numbering
system for positions and their roles provides a concise and common method of
communicating technical information about individual and team play.”

1

Goalkeeper

2  3

Outside Backs (Right and Left)

4 5

Center Backs (Left and Right)

6

Defensive Midfielder

8

Center Midfielder

7 11

Winger (Right & Left)

10

Attacking Center Midfielder

9

Forward / Striker

Technically proficient, Solid technical passing abilities, Strong distribution
decisions, Gifted athlete

Ability to play great long service, Strong at defending 1v1, Speedy player able to
cover ground on the flanks, Solid technical passing abilities

Consistent players who are organizers and leaders, Tall and Strong, Ability to
cover ground — especially laterally and vertically, Technically strong defensively,
Strong tackler, Strong in the air

High work rate, Ability to keep the ball (vision and technical passing), Tactically
astute, Strong in air, Strong tackler

Endless work rate — speed and endurance, Good leadership and organization,
Creative playmaker, Good in air, Long range finishing ability, Ability to provide
defensive pressure

Very fit, High Work Rate, Ability to make long runs and recover, Strong 1v1
attacking ability, Flank service, Long range shooting

Finishing ability, Clinical passing in final third to create scoring opportunities,
Strong 1v1 in final third, Makes play predictable through putting pressure on
defense

Ability to play with back to the goal, Creativity and technical finishing abilities,
Strong and tough
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